A healthy, green turf… That
is the only reason you devote
so much time and resources
on your irrigation system and
landscape maintenance.
If you are not getting the
field results you deserve or
are wastefully chasing field
symptoms that never go away,
hop on over and see what your
world should be like.

THE GRASS REALLY IS GREENER
ON OUR SIDE OF THE FENCE

Would You Drive
Your Car Without a
Dashboard?
TT For over 15 years Hoover has
been living in a world that
others are still trying to catch
up with.
TT Nothing else in the industry
comes close to our exclusive
Third-Generation Flowguard
which now includes fully
integrated irrigation controllers
making irrigation management
as simple as you could wish for.
TT Manage from the source to the
nozzle with one system with
our time tested – field proven
technology that has saved our
clients in excess of $35 million
over the last decade.

TT With our fully integrated
Flowguard irrigation
controllers, every irrigation
cycle becomes its own wet
check down to the individual
zone level.
TT The real-time and historical
Flowguard graphs are
just the beginning of the
indispensable information
Flowguard provides so you
know what your zones are
getting at all times.
TT You need to know what you
have in order to manage it.

It’s all about a healthy turf
and if you can’t manage
your irrigation you can’t
survive on our side of the
fence.

TT Automated daily reports and
GIS Zone Mapping so your
provider can go right to the
identified concern.
TT Why chase problems and
only put out fires when
you can manage the entire
system so much easier, for
so much less money, and no
more headaches?

Plant Health Imagery

Whether your source is
city water, a lake, a well,
or reclaim, Hoover has the
Solution for you.
TT Irrigation is not about dumping a
ton of water on the property and
magically things turn green and
healthy.
TT Overwatering can result in green
turf (at times) while leaving you
with a non-sustainable root
system.
TT Proper watering leads to a
healthy, deep root zone with lower
fertilization and pest control costs.
TT Our technology and solutions can
show you more than just your eyes
alone can.

35+ years of irrigation and
pump station design and
installation.
Over 8000 pump stations
thoughout Florida and the
Caribbean.
Maintain over 1000,
remotely monitor over 800,
and service 1000s of other
stations across the state.

We have been the leader in
engineering and building the
best pump stations in the
world for over 35 years. Now
we provide a FULL solution
package to manage from the
source to the nozzle. This brings
our Technology to the field to
manage your entire irrigation
system from a single, fully
integrated platform.
Along with our lifetime of
support, why would you settle
for anything less for your costly
landscape?

Come live in a
world where
money really
does grow on
trees.
TTHow long will your
property be around?
TTCan you really picture
trying to manage
worsening irrigation
conditions as your system
ages?
TTOur solutions and support
provide a lifetime of
savings creating an
annuity for your project
to spend money on
other areas that require
attention.

PROVIDING SOLUTIONS THAT LAST A LIFETIME!
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